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**Traumatic Brain Injury and Nonpsychotic Mental Disorders due to Brain Damage**

**Reference Period**: 2 Years

**Number/Type of Claims to Qualify**: At least 1 inpatient claim OR 2 other non-drug claims of any service type with DX codes

**Valid ICD-10/CPT4/HCPCS Codes**:

- DX F07.0, F07.81, F07.89, F48.2, S04.011S, S04.012S, S04.019S, S04.02XS, S04.031S, S04.032S, S04.039S, S04.041S, S04.042S, S04.049S, S04.10XS, S04.11XS, S04.12XS, S04.20XS, S04.21XS, S04.22XS, S04.30XS, S04.31XS, S04.32XS, S04.40XS, S04.41XS, S04.42XS, S04.50XS, S04.51XS, S04.52XS, S04.60XS, S04.61XS, S04.62XS, S04.70XS, S04.71XS, S04.72XS, S04.811S, S04.812S, S04.819S, S04.819S, S04.89XS, S06.0X0S, S06.0X1S, S06.0X2S, S06.0X3S, S06.0X4S, S06.0X5S, S06.0X6S, S06.0X7S, S06.0X8S, S06.0X9S, S06.1X0S, S06.1X1S, S06.1X2S, S06.1X3S, S06.1X4S, S06.1X5S, S06.1X6S, S06.1X7S, S06.1X8S, S06.1XAS, S06.1X9S, S06.2X0S, S06.2X1S, S06.2X2S, S06.2X3S, S06.2X4S, S06.2X5S, S06.2X6S, S06.2X7S, S06.2X8S, S06.2X9S, S06.300S, S06.301S, S06.302S, S06.303S, S06.304S, S06.305S, S06.306S, S06.307S, S06.308S, S06.309S, S06.30AS, S06.310S, S06.311S, S06.312S, S06.314S, S06.315S, S06.316S, S06.317S, S06.318S, S06.31AS, S06.319S, S06.320S, S06.321S, S06.322S, S06.323S, S06.324S, S06.325S, S06.326S, S06.327S, S06.328S, S06.32AS, S06.329S, S06.330S, S06.331S, S06.332S, S06.333S, S06.334S, S06.335S, S06.336S, S06.337S, S06.338S, S06.33AS, S06.339S, S06.340S, S06.341S, S06.342S, S06.343S, S06.344S, S06.345S, S06.346S, S06.347S, S06.348S, S06.34AS, S06.349S, S06.350S, S06.351S, S06.352S, S06.353S, S06.354S, S06.355S, S06.356S, S06.357S, S06.358S, S06.35AS, S06.359S, S06.360S, S06.361S, S06.362S, S06.363S, S06.364S, S06.365S, S06.366S, S06.367S, S06.368S, S06.36AS, S06.369S, S06.370S, S06.371S, S06.372S, S06.373S, S06.374S, S06.375S, S06.376S, S06.37AS, S06.379S, S06.380S, S06.381S, S06.382S, S06.383S, S06.384S, S06.385S, S06.386S, S06.387S, S06.38AS, S06.389S, S06.4X0S, S06.4X1S, S06.4X2S, S06.4X3S, S06.4X4S, S06.4X5S, S06.4X6S, S06.4X7S, S06.4X8S, S06.4XAS, S06.4X9S, S06.5X0S, S06.5X1S, S06.5X2S, S06.5X3S, S06.5X4S, S06.5X5S, S06.5X6S, S06.5X7S, S06.5X8S, S06.5XAS, S06.5X9S, S06.6X0S, S06.6X1S, S06.6X2S, S06.6X3S, S06.6X4S, S06.6X5S, S06.6X6S, S06.6X7S, S06.6XAS, S06.6X9S, S06.810S, S06.811S, S06.812S, S06.813S, S06.814S, S06.815S, S06.816S, S06.817S, S06.818S, S06.819S, S06.820S, S06.821S, S06.822S, S06.823S, S06.824S, S06.825S, S06.826S, S06.827S, S06.828S, S06.82AS, S06.829S, S06.840S, S06.8A1S, S06.8A2S, S06.8A3S, S06.8A4S, S06.8A5S, S06.8A6S, S06.8AAS, S06.8A9S, S06.890S, S06.891S, S06.892S, S06.893S, S06.894S, S06.895S, S06.896S, S06.897S, S06.898S, S06.89AS, S06.899S, S06.9X0S, S06.9X1S, S06.9X2S, S06.9X3S, S06.9X4S, S06.9X5S, S06.9X6S, S06.9X7S, S06.9X8S, S06.9XAS, S06.9X9S, S06.A0XS, S06.A1XS (any DX on the claim)

**Valid ICD-9/MS DRG/HCPCS Codes**: DX 310, 310.0, 310.1, 310.2, 310.8, 310.89, 907, 907.0, 907.1 (any DX on the claim)
CCW data begins in 1999. When working with condition files prior to 2003, conditions with a reference period of 2–5 years will not have a sufficient length of data to fully meet the condition criteria in some years.

2 When two claims are required, they must occur at least one day apart.

3 ICD-10 codes are effective 10/2015; effective dates for ICD-9 codes vary, but are valid through 09/2015. Researchers may be interested in confirming the code(s) of interest in the accompanying claims data files.